
Introduction to Rally Obedience

Not sure if you really want to learn the sport of Rally?  Come to this 4 week introduction to what Rally is, how 
to read the signs, how to walk a course.  Limited to 6 dog/handler teams.  $28 for club members; $40 for non-
members.  Your dog should be well behaved and able walk on leash; if they know heel, even better.  We work a 
lot on “heel” in Rally.  

What to bring 

Your dog will need to be on-leash at all times.  A short (3-4 feet) leash is better than a longer one, but 
almost any leash will do.

Please bring a generous amount of treats.  In the early stages of learning Rally, treats will help your dog 
learn.  Whether it's part of your dog's daily rations or extra yummy treats, you want to be able to give 
your dog the incentive to learn patience and “new” moves.

Week 1 – What IS Rally (AKA Rally Obedience, Rally-O)?  

It's an off-shoot of the formal Obedience training & competition, being more like games than the formal,
set course found in all Obedience trials (competitions).  Rally courses vary, even within the same skill 
level (Novice, Intermediate, Excellent and Master), getting progressively more difficult as you & your 
dog advance.

Key skills needed to begin Rally  How to read the signs  Key clues to what you need to do.  Start.  Finish
(last sign, not Finish left/right).  Halt.  Front.

We will concentrate on the 40 Novice level signs.  

Where to dog & handler belong in relation to the signs on the course?

Week 2 – same but different signs

Halt vs stop.  Finish left vs finish right.  Finish, Halt vs Finish, Forward

Week 3 – tricky signs, sign placement

Dog and handler will be to the left of the signs, except where the sign calls for a change of direction.  
For a change of direction the sign will be in the direct path of dog & handler.  Basically, you walk 
between your dog and the signs.  There will be a few exceptions, but the main rule of thumb is dog to 
your left (heel position); signs to your right.

Where the dog & handler belong.  Spiral left, spiral right, serpentine, offset serpentine, 1, 2, 3 steps 
(forward or from a Call Front), Left About Turn, Fast Pace, Slow Pace, Call Front Return to Heel

Week 4 – putting it all together  

Let's run a Novice level course.  How to “walk a course” to prepare for your turn to run the course.  

If you like what you learn in this introduction, you are invited to come to drop-in Rally practices for 
Novice & Intermediate level teams.  At a later date, the Club will be offering a Virtual Rally* session 
where you can video tape your run and submit it to AKC for evaluation.  Three qualifying runs can earn 



you & your dog a title.  RN, Rally Novice, is the first title to be earned.

* AKC has instituted a Virtual Rally program so people will continue to train & practice with their dogs, even 
though they may not be able to get to actual Rally Trials.  They started with the Novice level, publishing 5 
Novice courses to use, including a recommendation where to position the video camera if you don't have 
someone to tape for you.  They later added the Intermediate level.
 

SCDTC will be offering a Virtual Rally session (probably November 14).  One or more of the official courses 
will be set up and time slots reservable (to avoid crowding, allow for best use of limited parking availability) for
you & your dog to run the course and be videotaped.  Bring your own camera, iPad, camera, etc. for taping.  
You will need to upload to YouTube and submit, with fee, to AKC for credit toward your Rally title.


